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Chapter 1756: Climb Up The Ladder 

"Oh, you are just an administrator. It is a low-level job. How much do you get paid for it?" The woman 

asked. 

"Huang Yanyu, stop it. You are being rude." Another woman warned Huang Yanyu from being rude.  

"Liao Xia, I am asking. I want to know." Huang Yanyu acted like she had done nothing wrong. 

"Hmm... Then, what about you? What is your job?" Feng Yue asked. 

"I am a model." Huang Yanyu stated proudly.  

"Hmm... I see... A model... How unique." Feng Yue nodded. 

"So, how do you meet Zi Qie?" Huang Yanyu changed the subject.  

Liao Xia and another woman, Cai Huian, were also interested in the story.  

"Well, we just meet through the work. That's all." Feng Yue made it simple. 

"Then, how do you begin to date? Is he asking you out first? How was your first date?" Cai Huian asked 

with great interest. 

"Huian, calm down. You are scaring her." Liao Xia pulled Cai Huian. She then turned to Feng Yue to 

apologize. "Miss Feng, I am sorry. Huian is a romance novel writer. She liked to hear other love stories."  

Feng Yue chuckled. It was different from her name's meaning, obliging and quiet.  

"Well, it is indeed him who asked me out." Feng Yue nodded. 

"How did he do that?" Cai Huian asked. 

"He asked me to join his lunch. He asked me to date him during the lunch." Feng Yue said. 

To think about it, it was kind of funny. Xia Zi Qie was just an acquaintance at that time. She really did not 

think Xia Zi Qie was handsome at that time even though Xia Zi Qie was a good looking.  

Feng Yue grew up seeing Long Hui's face. So, her standard was quite high. So, Xia Zi Qie was a normal 

guy for her.  

Then, one day, after their discussion, Xia Zi Qie invited Feng Yue for lunch. Feng Yue never thought that 

she would be asked out by Xia Zi Qie.  

When Xia Zi Qie asked her out, she did not agree immediately. She told Xia Zi Qie that she would need 

some time to think about that.  

Their next meeting was scheduled in three days after Xia Zi Qie asked her out. After a lot of thinking, 

Feng Yue gave him an answer at their next meeting. 

Of course, she agreed to date Xia Zi Qie. The more she knew him, the more she loved him.  

"Hmm... You are just going to date him. Not married him." Huang Yanyu said.  



"Huang Yanyu, do you need to say that?" Liao Xia glared at Huang Yanyu. 'This girl ruined the mood.'  

Liao Xia and Cai Huian were not close friends with Huang Yanyu. To be honest, Huang Yanyu was not 

from their circle. She just tagged along after finding out that they were having a small reunion with Xia Zi 

Qie.  

"What? I think I am just telling the truth." Huang Yanyu snorted. 

"Why do you think so, Miss Huang?" Feng Yue smiled. 

"Because Zi Qie would get married to me. So, stop dreaming." Huang Yanyu smiled provocatively. 

"Why do you think so?" Liao Xia did not know where Huang Yanyu got her confidence. 

"I see." Feng Yue nodded. She then stood up.  

Liao Xia and Cai Huian were panicked. They thought that Feng Yue would be leaving after hearing the 

statement from Huang Yanyu.  

They did not know what to say to Xia Zi Qie and asked why Feng Yue left like this.  

"Miss Feng, wait..." Liao Xia's voice stopped there when she saw Feng Yue was not leaving but went to 

Xia Zi Qie's side.  

Feng Yue seemed to lean over and whisper closely to Xia Zi Qie's ear. The scene was very sweet in Cai 

Huian's eyes. She quickly caught this scene in her mind.  

Huang Yanyu gritted her teeth when she watched them. 'This bitch!'  

Then Feng Yue pulled Xia Zi Qie. Liao Xia, Cai Huian, and Huang Yanyu were confused.  

"Zi Qie, tell me. Is that real if you going to leave me and marry this woman?" Feng Yue asked the 

question straightforwardly.  

The three women in front of them were dumbfounded, especially Huang Yanyu. She did not expect Feng 

Yue would be this stupid to ask that question right away.  

Xia Zi Qie looked at Huang Yanyu. "Miss Huang, please don't joke something like this. It would create a 

misunderstanding between me and my girlfriend. I am dating her with marriage in mind. Please stop 

nonsense like this."  

The word seemed to be a tight slap on Huang Yanyu's face. She did not know what to reply.  

Feng Yue glared at Huang Yanyu's face. She knew that Huang Yanyu's face was red.  

"Zi Qie, do you think your family would be happy if you married someone like her? She is just a poor 

wrench who wanted to step up the ladder." Huang Yanyu stated. 

Xia Zi Qie chuckled. " But you are right about one thing. Stepping up the ladder. It is me who climbs up 

the ladder."  

"Huh?" The three women were confused by Xia Zi Qie's statement. 



"What are you talking about?" Huang Yanyu asked. Then she added. "Zi Qie, you don't need to lie for 

her."  

"Of course, I don't lie. Anyway, I don't plan to marry you, Miss Huang." Xia Zi Qie said. 

"Your family would not allow someone like her to enter your family." Huang Yanyu still wanted to argue. 

 


